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Dark Matter search with liquid Argon in the Gran Sasso Laboratory

First physics results from WARP 2.3 litre prototype
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The WARP Experiment: detection of
WIMP-Ar elastic scattering

Argon recoil energy is in the
range ER ∼ 10 ÷100 keV
Coherent cross section behave
as A2 (A=40 for Argon)
Spin-independent form factor since
natural Argon is composed by
spinless isotopes

The WARP detection technique
“Identification of the nature of a particle interacting within a double
phase Argon detector by means of the simultaneous measurement
of the produced scintillation and ionization” (WARP Letter of Intent 1999)
In liquid Argon for energy depositions
in the range of interest for Dark Matter
searches (20-100 keV) we have that
• the amplitude of the first signal (S1)
• the pulse shape of the first signal (S1)
• the amount of free electrons that drift
toward the multiplication grids (S2)
strongly depend on the nature of the ionizing
particle (Ar recoil, electron, heavy ion, etc)

These quantities can be used to characterize
WIMP induced Argon recoils

WARP: the detector
Under construction at Gran Sasso underground Laboratories

• High sensitive mass
(140 kg scalable to 1 Ton)
• Detector threshold ≤ 20 keV
• Active shielding
(8000 kg Liquid Argon and 400 3” PMTs)
• Gamma shield (Pb)
• Neutron shield (Polyethylene)
• Low activity materials

inner detector
neutron and γ shield
active veto

2.3 litre prototype at LNGS
• PMTs: 7 × 2” (designed by EMI to work at 87 K)
• 7.5 cm depth (40 μs max drift time with 1kV/cm)
PMTs

• stable Argon purity (<1 ppb O2 equiv.)
• Passive shield (10 cm Pb + 60 cm Polyethylene)
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• Trigger threshold of about 5 keV (6 Hz rate)
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April 2004: Start of underground test-runs
April 2006: 2.8 × 107 events collected in the last
physics run

Background rejection using
Pulse Shape Discrimination on S1
Time structure of scintillation light in noble
gases is characterized mainly by de-excitation
of 1Σ (singlet) and 3Σ (triplet) molecular states
These states, almost degenerate in energy, are
characterized by very different decay times:
singlet (fast component) ∼ 7 ns
triplet (slow component) ∼ 1.8 µs
Fast and slow components are very differently
populated by different ionizing particles
(depend on the ionization density)

e/γ-like interaction

Ar recoil-like interaction

A. Hitachi et al., Phys. Rev. B 27 (1983)

The wide difference between fast and slow
decay times is a unique feature of Argon

A parameter F has been adopted to
characterize the S1 rising time

Background rejection using S2/S1
The amount of primary scintillation light
(S1) depends on the ionizing particle
and on the deposited energy

e/γ-like interaction

T. Doke et al., NIM A 269 (1988)

This holds also for the amount of free
electrons surviving Ar+ e− recombination
(S2)
In the 2.3 litre prototype the S2/S1 ratio
is found to be:
∼ 150
∼3

for electron-like interactions
for α interactions

Ar recoil-like interaction

WARP 2.3 litre results
neutron induced Ar recoils
(Am-Be calibration source)

Calibration neutrons are characterized by
0.68 ≤ F ≤ 0.87
8 ≤ S2/S1 ≤ 30 (energy dependent)
The simultaneous application of both
identification techniques allows highly
efficient discrimination of neutron induced
Argon recoils from electron/gamma-like
interactions.

e/γ-like

WARP 2.3 litre results
neutron induced Ar recoils
(Am-Be calibration source)
45 – 100 keV

Calibration neutrons are characterized by
0.68 ≤ F ≤ 0.87
8 ≤ S2/S1 ≤ 30 (energy dependent)
The simultaneous application of both
identification techniques allows highly
efficient discrimination of neutron induced
Argon recoils from electron/gamma-like
interactions.

WARP 2.3 litre results
neutron induced Ar recoils
(Am-Be calibration source)
Naive considerations based on ionization density would suggest that
electrons released by Ar-recoils in LAr undergo strong recombination
(as it happens for α particles)
Experimental observations show that:
• S2/S1 for Ar-recoils higher than for α
• S2/S1 is inversely proportional to the recoil energy

a = 2.1
b = 510 keV

WARP 2.3 litre results
Nuclear recoil energy calibration using 222Rn daughters
• Traces of 222Rn are present in LAr at the time
of filling (half-life 3.8 days)
• 222Rn daughters are emitted as positive ions
and accumulate near the cathode where
further α and β decays occur

• Roughly half of the α decays occuring on the
cathode ends up with an ion (214Pb and 210Pb)
recoiling into the LAr volume
• Two monoenergetic peaks are expected at
110 keV and 144 keV
• These events are characterized by high F

WARP 2.3 litre results
Nuclear recoil scintillation yield measured
with 3 independent methods

Method
222Rn

Result

daughters

YPb = (1.70 ± 0.03) phe/keV

Am-Be neutron source

YAr = (1.65 ± 0.25) phe/keV

Data without neutron shielding

YAr = (1.6 ± 0.4) phe/keV

WARP 2.3 litre results
The need for both identification methods

• S2/S1 ratio method alone would
mix-up Ar-recoils with low S2/S1
e/γ-like population tail

WARP 2.3 litre results
The need for both identification methods
The importance of using both discrimination techniques is even more evident if the
data from the run with an exposure of 96.5 kg x day are considered. The effect of
both cuts is summarized in the plot for all the events falling in the range 30-50 keVion.
The background to Ar-recoils surviving
the S1 pulse shape cut is constituted of
spurious physical events whose rate is
orders of magnitude higher than that
expected from statistical fluctuations of
the e/γ-like population.
(A. Hime and M.G.Boulay, Astrop. Phys. 25 (2006), 179)

Measured PSD rejection power (F>0.68)
30 - 50 keVion = 3.7 × 10-5
50 -100 keVion = 1 × 10-6

Results of WIMP search
Since Form Factor for Argon is not too steep, gold-plated high energy recoil
events are not completely suppressed and even with an analysis threshold of
about 40 keVion a sensitivity comparable with the most performing “milli-kelvin”
experiments (CRESST, EDELWEISS, CDMS) can be reached
For WIMP-induced recoils it is assumed that the selection cut efficiency is
similar to the one measured for Am-Be calibration (90% above 40 keVion). The
following cuts have been applied:
• Fiducial volume cut (10 μs < tdrift < 35 μs)
• Pulse shape discrimination 0.68 < F < 0.87
• S2/S1 ratio falling in the neutron-induced single recoil band
• Visual check to reject mis-reconstructed events

Results of WIMP search
90% C.L. upper limit
No recoil-like events are observed above
42 keVion in a total fiducial exposure of
96.5 kg x day (2.8 x 107 trigger)
The evaluated 90% C.L. upper limit for
spin-independent interaction, in the
standard WIMP scenario, is plotted.
Energy resolution due to statistical
fluctuations and to a non uniform light
collection has been taken into account
The dominant systematic effect is due
to uncertainties on scintillation yield.
An error of 15% on YAr corresponds to
a variation of 20% @ MW=100 GeV /c2
and of 30% @ MW=50 GeV/c2

Results of WIMP search
90% C.L. upper limit

5 events are observed in the range
30-42 keVion, likely ascribed either to
residual neutrons or to spurious
events due to statistical fluctuations
of the high level background.

The nature of these residual events is
going to be investigated with better
statistics and background reduction by
means of isotopically purified Argon
(low content of 39Ar)

